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Franc's Bar & Diner
This is some text inside of a div block.
Beachside Diner    
Bangin' Brunch    
Vibrant Event Space


Main Beach
The Strand, Takapuna
Auckland
09 488 0016


Monday - Thursday 11:30am - Late
Weekend: 10am - Late


Book NowFunctions Enquiries

Soak it up at Franc’s, our beach away from the beach and just a few steps from street to sand. Our lively all-day bar smacks of fresh fish, crisp lager, flopping jandals and crafty service from sunrise to sunset. Bring you and yours, and relax among the colourful sights and sounds of Takapuna beach.
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Daily Deals
[image: ]Franc's Five Star Brunch
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Fun & funky monthly specials





Our Spaces
[image: ]Beer Garden
Cocktail 30  |  Seated 20

It doesn't get much better than sun drenched afternoons in Franc's Beer Garden. You'll have easy access to the bar and a cosy space where is smoking is permitted. Weather reliant.
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Cocktail 100  |  Seated 60

The heart of our diner, this large open plan area, accentuated by high ceilings allows guests to effortlessly interact with each other while enjoying either canapé service, Franc's famous platters, or a banquet style of dining on high bar leaners. Our adjoining deck offers the ability to extend your occasion through bi-folding doors when booking the entire bar area, weather permitting.

[image: ]Deck
Cocktail 70  |  Seated 50

Franc's ever popular picnic table deck is the one stop-shop to mix a cold beer with a catch up, family outing overlooking Takapuna playground, or gather a group for a casual dining or cocktail party. Weather reliant.

[image: ]Raised Dining
Cocktail 30  |  Seated 20

A semi-private space boasting views of Auckland Harbour and our open plan kitchen, Franc's cosy raised dining features booth and cocktail seating ideal for social dining occasions.

[image: ]Restaurant
Seated 40

With world-class views right at your doorstep, Franc's restaurant adds a splash of vibrancy and energy to your next dining experience. Summertime means open door and sea breezes in our easy-going beach-side restaurant.

[image: ]Full Venue
Cocktail 200  |  Seated 100

Go big or stay home for your next get-together with Franc's available as a private hire for up to 200 guests.
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Enquire Now
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Event Pack

NameEmail Address

Thanks for your interest, a member of our events team will be in contact shortly. In the meantime, you can view an event pack HERE


View Event Pack
Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.



Map & directions








View Our Menu
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Location
Main Beach
The Strand, Takapuna
Auckland

Click Here For Directions
Get In Touch
 
What is your enquiry about?
StarSocial
Marketing
Finance
HR
Events & Functions
Operations
Group Bookings
Careers
Lost & Found

What region are you from?
Auckland
Bay of Plenty
Hamilton
Wellington





Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Star Group
Welcome to Star Group! A network of over 50 establishments across the North Island, united by StarSocial Rewards.

PO Box 132 278 
Sylvia Park 
Auckland 
1644[image: ][image: ]










